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Thesis 

 

 

1) According to currently available data, the predecessor of Hungarian air traffic control, 

the radio direction-finder service, came into life in 1916. The firs day of the operation 

of this service, 31 January, can be considered the birthday of Hungarian air traffic 

control, and the station supervisor, László Gasparik, can be considered the first 

Hungarian air traffic controller.  

2) The fourth radio transmitter equipment established in Hungary – a Huth type device -  

was commissioned on 02 March 1923 in Csepel, and this was the first equipment 

which provided radio telegraph connection as a state service between the airports of 

the Hungarian Royal Postal Service beginning from 23 June 1923. Thus, we can 

consider this station to be the predecessor of the AFTN, and its birth as the birthday of 

the Hungarian AFTN.  

3) In Hungary the first attempts at creating radio connection with airborn commercial 

airplanes were started in the summer of 1925. 

4) The transmission traffic of the radio station in Mátyásföld increased steadily between 

1926 and 1932, which shows that the service was developing during these years. In 

Mátyásföld, the radio direction finder station started its operation on 9 February 1932.  

5) The first Hungarian radar, known as the Eagle (Sas), was mounted at the top of the 

lookout tower at János-hegy in the summer of 1943 for the protection of the capital. 

The creation of the equipment was a remarkable achievement of engineering amid the 

very poor economic conditions and a state of war.  

6) The reason for the unique appearance, shape and structure of the new control tower at 

Ferihegy Airport is that planned budget (286 million HUF at prices in 1980) only 

allowed for the construction of the spaces that were to be taken over for use on the day 

of the opening, but at the same time the possibility for further extension had to be 

provided.  

7) The first step in computerized flight plan processing was made on 1 September 1984, 

when an IBM Series-1 type computer – practically a database management system,  

was put into use on the 3
rd

 floor of Ferihegy Airport Terminal 1.  

8) The dismantling of the Approach Control Centre in the “Rock” between 1999 and 

2000 consisted of the following major steps: 

a) At 06.50, 20 December 1999 Tamás Kovacsics SV was the last to leave the 

territory upon finishing the shift, thus terminating the air traffic control activity at 

the site.  

b) Due to the concerns regarding the shift to 2000, all the equipment was left 

switched on until 03 January 2000.  

c) At 18.00, 03 January Tamás Umann, the Head of the ANS Technical Division 

turned off the major devices of the Area Control Centre, which was continued to 

be used as cold stand-by, and the serviceability of which was checked daily.  

d) On 25 January all the equipment was switched off for good. At 09.15, as instructed 

by András Makovics head of unit, each device still in operation was turned off 

one-by-one, and finally, at 9.30 the uninterrupted power supply was disconnected 



as well. The dismantling, removal, transport or discard of the technical equipment, 

furniture and other devices was started. 

e) The dismantling of the radar working positions was ordered by József Orbán, the 

Provisional Head of the ANS Technical Division, and the actual work took place 

between 02 and 31 May. At the same time the centre of the MFC FREQUENTIS 

intercom was dismantled, and deposited at Warehouse “K” at Ferihegy Airport. 

Simultaneously, the Flight Information Centre (FIC) was also removed, and 

transported to a scrap yard.  

f) With the permission of the Director of the Air Traffic and Airport Administration 

(LRI), the SELENA DDS-80 type radar indicator and the accompanying air traffic 

control working positions, and supervisor working position were taken to the 

Museum of Transportation under the supervision of Attila Szabó, member of the 

museum staff.  

g) The remaining technical and computer documentation, upgrade and innovation 

descriptions that had accumulated through the years were deposited at the LRI 

Library on  06 June. The SHR-216 type data recorder, its player unit, the BHG 

manufactured intercom cabinet, and several office telephones were handed over to 

the Post Museum.  

h) On 29 June Gyula Kozma from the National Technical Museum took away from 

the centre another SHR-216 type data recorder, two intercom units manufactured 

by the Telephone Factory, a radio remote control cabinet, one CB telephone, and 

one LB telephone.  

i) On 25 June Supply Unit No. 4 of the 1
st
 Logistics Support Brigade of the 

Hungarian Army officially took over the three-storey building on the surface, 

registered “Site no. 20”, and after two days Facility no. 23, located inside the hill.  

j) Finally, the following, last record was made in the operation diary of the technical 

service: “06.00, 26 June 2000, site locked, keys handed over to the Duty 

Commander.” 

9) Finally, we can conclude that in the past 90 years Hungarian air traffic controllers, and 

engineers responsible for the operation and development of the supporting technology, 

have carried out their work scrupulously, and creatively, giving the best of their 

knowledge, thus delivering the best quality and standard of air traffic control possible 

in the given circumstances.  

 


